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Reviewer's report:
Thanks for the opportunity to review this paper. Most interesting
In the introduction, I 'd like to se some reference to the actual risks to privacy (reports, etc). My
investigation into this has led me to believe that the risk, and concerns, are overstated. In other
words, everyone says it is a concern - but without any evidence that is is at risk. My context is in
large national shared records systems, where patients always say they want their information to
be private - but never make use of privacy controls.
I am impressed at the degree of technical expertise on the REB - they seemed to know the right
questions to ask. My experience has not been that skilled. Having said that - the questions and
replies are quite technical. given that the risk is not removed entirely, I'm interested in what you
communicated to the participants - how did you give enough information for them to accept the
risk that existed.
The figures are quite blurred on my copy - figure 6 particularly very hard to read, even the bits I
am allowed to read.
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